HYGIENICALLY CLEAN
HEALTHCARE TEXTILE
CERTIFICATION
NSF’s third-party certification verifies that your healthcare textiles are hygienically
clean. Clean textiles in healthcare facilities are an essential part of public health and safety. Certification gives
your customers added confidence that your healthcare textiles meet hygienic standards while helping protect
your company’s brand and reputation. In addition, certification provides assurance that your company has a
consistent process in place that meets regulatory compliance and best practice. NSF International has been
protecting public health and safety since our founding in 1944. In that time we have honed the product and
systems certification process to be as streamlined as possible without sacrificing our high standard of quality or
attention to detail.

CERTIFICATION BENEFITS
>> Brand protection

>> Confirmation of consistent process with hygienic outcome
>> Service product differentiation
>> Independent third-party validation to help assure hygiene

>> Use of internationally recognized NSF mark on product and promotional materials
>> Listing on NSF’s public online directory

Recognized by regulatory agencies at the local, state, federal and international levels, the NSF certification mark
is trusted to signify quality and safety. Turn the page to learn about our four-step certification process.

HYGIENICALLY CLEAN
HEALTHCARE TEXTILE
CERTIFICATION
HEALTHCARE TEXTILE CERTIFICATION PROCESS
NSF follows a simple process designed to achieve quick turnaround times, resulting in complete product
certification within a reasonable time frame.
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Application - Submit Application &
Complete Risk Assessment of Process



Auditing* - NSF Conducts Onsite Audit
and Collects Samples



Testing* - NSF Conducts Testing


Certification - NSF Grants Certification

Please contact us to get started on your certification. We will assign you a dedicated project manager who will
work with you to guide your certification from start to finish.
For more information, visit www.nsf.org or contact: textilecert@nsf.org
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